Maintenance and Support
Baylaan is committed to its clients and provides superior
onsite and remote support. You choose the services you
need, when you need them.
Baylaan also provides annual product updates and
enhancements to its subscribers.
Data Migration
If you are currently using another software, Baylaan’s
team will convert your data to our SkeduleX platform
quickly and efficiently.

Productivity Tools
Customize your correspondences. SkeduleX allows you
to customize correspondences to Insurance Companies,
Adjusters, Lawyers, Doctors in a few easy steps.

Network Management
Baylaan provides a one-stop solution for all your
computer needs. We will plan, deploy, optimize and
manage your network infrastructure and maintain your
server and computers, both on and off site.

Security
Rigorous security features include: audit trail, full
encryption and PCI standard, secured log-on & role
based security, full redundancy - a peace of mind that
is unmatched in the industry.

BAylAAN TECHNOlOGIES
Baylaan Technologies is a Markham based company that
has been involved in software development since 1999.
Users of our software include Scotia Bank, Guyana Bank
for Trade and Industry, Centennial College, Consulate
General of Guyana.
Baylaan Technologies is a leading provider of software
solutions to organizations seeking a competitive
edge. Our integrated approach delivers the most
comprehensive suite of products and services at a price
that you can afford.
Baylaan Technologies inc.
Office: 905-202-4716
66 Bullock Drive, Unit 3
Fax: 905-202-5263
Markham, Ontario
E-mail: info@baylaan.com
L3P 3P2
Web: http://www.baylaan.com

A fully integrated software
solution for the Independent
Medical Assessment Industry

Technologies

SkeduleX
for Assessments
SkeduleX is the first fully integrated software solution
specifically developed for the Independent Medical
Assessment Industry. The simplicity and ease of use of
SkeduleX will surprise you.

Workflow integration
End-to-end management of your business
from lead to final report with unprecedented
speed, accuracy and integrity

A Perfect Scheduling Solution
Simplify your bookings with an easy-to-use interface!
Book internal and external resources (medical specialists,
transportation or interpretation services) quickly and
efficiently, often without making a phone call.

Our comprehensive workflow solution incorporates: lead
integration, scheduling, benefits, accounting, reporting,
CRM, HCAI and electronic data retention.

A single software for all your assessment needs.

Tracking and Reporting

HCAI - SkeduleX is fully integrated with HCAI.
WSIB - SkeduleX is WSIB compliant.

Information at a glance
Xdash tracks each key step in the process against
established timelines and provides visual progress
reports for effective management.

MulTI-uSEr ENvIrONMENT
Our adaptable Patient Management Solution allows you
to focus on delivering exceptional service to your clients,
whether you manage a single or multiple offices.

Benefit Request - Manage requests and approvals
through SkeduleX. It is fast and efficient!

Xdash’s reminders and alerts ensure timely
and effective completion of tasks.

Enjoy all the capabilities of a multi-user, multiassessment environment.

Accounting - Our accounting package synchronizes
HCAI’s invoicing with accounting - eliminates the need
for separate accounting entries. Save time and money!

Use our reporting module to setup and monitor
performance measurements. Increase productivity!

